
‘This is the last place you expect to find anyone with any spark left
in their veins. And the radio station crackles are the only voices left
with names, breathing her in and out of consciousness with every
spine firing note’

It is 3am in a cafe on the last road to nowhere. In this cafe there is a waitress. She
has no name, past or future and only the radio to drown out the silence. A 65
minute high energy dance theatre piece with an eclectic soundtrack,
performance poetry and aerial silk.

3am Waitress is a haunting road movie soundtrack to loneliness, detachment
and the brief moments that bring us back to life. Merging physical theatre and
dance with aerial circus, held together by performance poetry, the piece explores
the damage done by solitude, the tenderness of unexpected connections and the
ultimate peace that comes when we accept the world as it is.

The set is a simple diner that becomes littered with old tyres and sugar. A
stranger enters. Is he real or is he a ghost? A memory? It doesn’t matter. The
moon appears, the world is ending outside and all our waitress can do is sweep,
retune the radio and wait for the clock to finally tick past 3am.

We are never sure if what we are seeing is real or a scene from a movie, whether
it’s the beginning of a story or the end. Our waitress seems to be stuck in the
same place at the same time and if she stops, the world may stop too. Think Elliot
Smith, think long Texan highways, think wind in your hair and rain, lots of rain.

RoguePlay is a highly physical theatre company, creating narrative theatre using
aerial and ground based circus, contemporary dance, physical theatre and
acrobatics. Producing work both indoor and out, RoguePlay develop touring
productions, commissioned pieces, and small to medium scale resident shows.
RoguePlay’s unique blend of narrative, poetry and circus makes for an
impressive 7 year history of national touring shows and commissions, working
with organisations such as Nofit State, Gravity & Levity, Birmingham
Hippodrome and Channel 4.

‘Stunning aerial circus indeed’ Theatre Fever

www.rogueplay.co.uk
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ten word blurb
High-energy physical theatre and dance with aerial circus, music and
performance poetry,
twenty word blurb
High-energy physical theatre, dance, aerial circus, music and performance
poetry exploring the brief moments that bring us back to life.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
High-energy piece merging physical theatre and dance with aerial circus,
music and performance poetry, this is a haunting road movie soundtrack to
loneliness, detachment and the brief moments that bring us back to life.
www.RoguePlay.co.uk
fringe web blurb
It is 3am in a cafe on the last road to nowhere. There is a waitress with no
name, past or future, and only the radio to drown out the silence. She seems
stuck in the same place at the same time; if she stops, the world may stop
too. Merging physical theatre and dance with aerial circus, held together by
performance poetry and an eclectic soundtrack, Rogue Play’s 65-minute
high-energy piece explores loneliness and detachment, the tenderness of
unexpected connections and the ultimate peace that comes when we accept
the world as it is.
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‘This is the last place you expect to find anyone with any spark left
in their veins. And the radio station crackles are the only voices left
with names, breathing her in and out of consciousness with every
spine firing note’

It is 3am in a café on the last road to nowhere. In this cafe there is a waitress. She
has no name, past or future and only the radio to drown out the silence. A 65
minute high energy dance theatre piece with an eclectic soundtrack,
performance poetry and aerial silk.

3am Waitress is a haunting road movie soundtrack to loneliness, detachment
and the brief moments that bring us back to life. Merging physical theatre and
dance with aerial circus, held together by performance poetry, the piece explores
the damage done by solitude, the tenderness of unexpected connections and the
ultimate peace that comes when we accept the world as it is.

The set is a simple diner that becomes littered with old tyres and sugar. A
stranger enters. Is he real or is he a ghost? A memory? It doesn’t matter. The
moon appears, the world is ending outside and all our waitress can do is sweep,
retune the radio and wait for the clock to finally tick past 3am.

We are never sure if what we are seeing is real or a scene from a movie, whether
it’s the beginning of a story or the end. Our waitress seems to be stuck in the
same place at the same time and if she stops, the world may stop too. Think Elliot
Smith, think long Texan highways, think wind in your hair and rain, lots of rain.

RoguePlay is a highly physical theatre company, creating narrative theatre using
aerial and ground based circus, contemporary dance, physical theatre and
acrobatics. Producing work both indoor and out, RoguePlay develop touring
productions, commissioned pieces, and small to medium scale resident shows.
RoguePlay’s unique blend of narrative, poetry and circus makes for an
impressive 7 year history of national touring shows and commissions, working
with organisations such as Nofit State, Gravity & Levity, Birmingham
Hippodrome and Channel 4.

‘Stunning aerial circus indeed’ Theatre Fever

www.rogueplay.co.uk
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“This is the last place you expect to find anyone with any spark left in their
veins.
And the radio station crackles are the only voices left with names,
Breathing her in and out of consciousness with every spine firing note”

It is 3a.m. in a cafe on the last road to nowhere. In this cafe there is a waitress.
She has no name, past or future and only the radio to drown out the silence. A
65 minute high energy dance theatre piece with an eclectic soundtrack,
performance poetry and aerial silk. 3 a.m. Waitress is a haunting road movie
soundtrack to loneliness, detachment and the brief moments that bring us
back to life. Merging Physical Theatre and Dance with Aerial Circus, held
together by Performance Poetry, the piece explores the damage done by
solitude, the tenderness of unexpected connections and the ultimate peace
that comes when we accept the world as it is. The set for 3a.m. Waitress is a
simple diner that becomes littered with old tyres and sugar. A stranger enters.
Is he real or is he a ghost? A memory? It doesn’t matter. The moon appears,
the world is ending outside and all our waitress can do is sweep, retune the
radio and wait for the clock to finally tick
past 3am.

‘Stunning aerial circus indeed’ (Theatre Fever)

We are never sure if what we are seeing is real or a scene from a movie,
whether it&#039;s the beginning of a story or the end. Our Waitress seems to
be stuck in the same place at the same time and if she stops, the world may
stop too. Think Elliot Smith, think long Texan highways, think wind in your
hair and rain, lots of rain.

‘Very powerful storytelling about the ups and downs of being human. Who
needs words?! An emotional and ultimately uplifting performance about the
nature of being.’ (Audience member)

RoguePlay is a highly physical theatre company, creating narrative theatre
using aerial and ground based circus, contemporary dance, physical theatre
and acrobatics. Producing work both indoor and out, RoguePlay develop
touring productions, commissioned pieces, and small to medium scale resident
shows. RoguePlay’s unique blend of narrative, poetry and circus makes for an
impressive 7 year history of national touring shows and commissions, working
with organisations
such as Nofit State, Gravity & Levity, Birmingham Hippodrome and Channel 4.

word count

company originaldevelopment
“This is the last place you expect to find anyone with any spark left in their
veins.
And the radio station crackles are the only voices left with names,
Breathing her in and out of consciousness with every spine firing note”

It is 3a.m. in a cafe on the last road to nowhere. In this cafe there is a waitress.
She has no name, past or future and only the radio to drown out the silence. A
65 minute high energy dance theatre piece with an eclectic soundtrack,
performance poetry and aerial silk. 3 a.m. Waitress is a haunting road movie
soundtrack to loneliness, detachment and the brief moments that bring us
back to life. Merging Physical Theatre and Dance with Aerial Circus, held
together by Performance Poetry, the piece explores the damage done by
solitude, the tenderness of unexpected connections and the ultimate peace
that comes when we accept the world as it is. The set for 3a.m. Waitress is a
simple diner that becomes littered with old tyres and sugar. A stranger enters.
Is he real or is he a ghost? A memory? It doesn’t matter. The moon appears,
the world is ending outside and all our waitress can do is sweep, retune the
radio and wait for the clock to finally tick
past 3am.

‘Stunning aerial circus indeed’ (Theatre Fever)

We are never sure if what we are seeing is real or a scene from a movie,
whether it&#039;s the beginning of a story or the end. Our Waitress seems to
be stuck in the same place at the same time and if she stops, the world may
stop too. Think Elliot Smith, think long Texan highways, think wind in your
hair and rain, lots of rain.

‘Very powerful storytelling about the ups and downs of being human. Who
needs words?! An emotional and ultimately uplifting performance about the
nature of being.’ (Audience member)

RoguePlay is a highly physical theatre company, creating narrative theatre
using aerial and ground based circus, contemporary dance, physical theatre
and acrobatics. Producing work both indoor and out, RoguePlay develop
touring productions, commissioned pieces, and small to medium scale resident
shows. RoguePlay’s unique blend of narrative, poetry and circus makes for an
impressive 7 year history of national touring shows and commissions, working
with organisations
such as Nofit State, Gravity & Levity, Birmingham Hippodrome and Channel 4.
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